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Abstract. We investigate representations of imperative programs as constrained Horn clauses. Start-
ing from operational semantics transition rules, we proceed by writing interpreters as constrained
Horn clause programs directly encoding the rules. We then specialise an interpreter with respect to a
given source program to achieve a compilation of the source language to Horn clauses (an instance
of the first Futamura projection). The process is described in detail for an interpreter for a subset of
C, directly encoding the rules of big-step operational semantics for C. A similar translation based on
small-step semantics could be carried out, but we show an approach to obtaining a small-step repre-
sentation using a linear interpreter for big-step Horn clauses. This interpreter is again specialised to
achieve the translation from big-step to small-step style. The linear small-step program can be trans-
formed back to a big-step non-linear program using a third interpreter. A regular path expression is
computed for the linear program using Tarjan’s algorithm, and this regular expression then guides an
interpreter to compute a program path. The transformation is realised by specialisation of the path
interpreter. In all of the transformation phases, we use an established partial evaluator and exploit
standard logic program transformation to remove redundant data structures and arguments in predi-
cates and rename predicates to make clear their link to statements in the original source program.
1 Operational semantics
The operational semantics of a program defines the execution of the program as a run in a transition
system. The rules of the transition system usually follow one of two styles, which are called natural
semantics and structural operational semantics [32]. Both styles have roots in to the early history of pro-
gramming languages but were formally presented later; natural semantics (NS) was explicitly proposed
by Kahn in the 1980s [22] and used to specify programming languages and type systems [6, 7]; the name
was chosen to indicate an analogy with natural deduction. Structural operational semantics (SOS) was
formulated by Plotkin in 1981 [35, 37], who later wrote an account of the origins of SOS [36].
In both NS and SOS approaches an imperative program P defines a relation σ〈P〉σ ′ where σ ,σ ′
stand for the program state before and after execution of P respectively. This relation, closely related to a
Hoare triple [17], can be formally specified by transition systems in different ways. In NS, transitions are
of the form 〈s,σ〉⇒ σ ′, where s is a program statement, σ ,σ ′ are states, and the transition means that s is
completely executed in state σ , terminating in final state σ ′. Thus NS is often called big-step semantics
since the transition for a statement goes from the initial to the final state. By contrast, in SOS, often
called small-step semantics, a transition has the form 〈s,σ〉 ⇒ 〈s′,σ ′〉, which defines a single step that
moves from s in state σ to the next statement s′ and next state σ ′. We also have a transition 〈s,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′
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〈s1,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′ 〈s2,σ ′〉 ⇒ σ ′′
〈s1 ;s2,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′′
〈s,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′ 〈while(b)s,σ ′〉 ⇒ σ ′′
〈while(b)s,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′′ if b is true in σ
〈while(b)s,σ〉 ⇒ σ if b is false in σ
Figure 1: Examples of big-step rules for s1 ;s2 (left) and while(b)s (right).
〈s1,σ〉 ⇒ 〈s′1,σ ′〉
〈s1 ;s2,σ〉 ⇒ 〈s′1 ;s2,σ ′〉 〈while(b)s,σ〉 ⇒ 〈s ;while(b)s,σ〉
if b is true in σ
〈s1,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′
〈s1 ;s2,σ〉 ⇒ 〈s2,σ ′〉 〈while(b)s,σ〉 ⇒ σ if b is false in σ
Figure 2: Examples of small-step rules for s1 ;s2 (left) and while(b)s (right).
for the case that s terminates in one step. A computation is defined as a chain of small steps. We will use
the nicknames big-step and small-step for the rest of the paper, since they capture the essential difference
between NS and SOS. The rules for big-step transitions follow the syntactic structure of statements, and
the transition for a statement is defined in terms of transitions of its immediate components. Consider for
example rules for transitions for the statements s1 ;s2 and while(b)s shown in Figure 1. (Somewhat more
elaborate and realistic rules are used in Section 3). A rule is read as stating that the transition below the
line holds if the conditions above the line, along with any side-conditions, hold.
Transitions in small-step semantics define individual computation steps from one statement-state pair
to the next. Consider again the statements s1 ;s2 and while(b)s, the small-step rules for which are shown
in Figure 2.
A complete computation for the execution of a program P with initial state σ0 is constructed using
big-step semantics by finding a derivation, using big-step rules, of the transition 〈P,σ0〉⇒σn, where σn is
the final state. On the other hand, in the small-step semantics, execution of P is modelled by constructing
a run of the form (where s0 = P):
〈s0,σ0〉 ⇒ 〈s1,σ1〉 ⇒ 〈s2,σ2〉 ⇒ ·· · ⇒ σn
where each step 〈si,σi〉 ⇒ 〈si+1,σi+1〉 and the final step 〈sn−1,σn−1〉 ⇒ σn is derivable from the small-
step transition rules. This run is also denoted 〈s0,σ0〉 ⇒∗ σn.
2 Interpreters constructed from semantic rules
The transition rules of operational semantics, both big- and small-step, such as those exemplified above,
have the following form.
α1 . . . αk
α0
if θ
where α0,α1, . . . ,αk are atomic statements about transitions, and θ is a side-condition, which is assumed
to consist of simple guards or subsidiary operations evaluated as part of the rule. Such a rule is read as an
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implication ∀(θ ∧α1∧ . . .∧αk→ α0), which is a Horn clause. The close correspondence between big-
step rules and Horn clauses was noted by Kahn [22]. For instance, the first big-step rule for s;while(b)s
shown in Figure 1, is written as the following Horn clause.
∀b,s,σ ,σ ′,σ ′′.(b is true in σ ∧〈s,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′∧〈while(b)s,σ ′〉 ⇒ σ ′′→ 〈while(b)s,σ〉 ⇒ σ ′′)
Naturally, the correspondence between transition rules and Horn clauses assumes that the statements and
states are represented as first-order terms. A front end parser generates a suitable term representation
for the source program (an abstract syntax tree) while program states are represented (for example) by a
list or tree data structures in which the values of program variables are recorded. We will see a detailed
example of program and state representation in Section 3. We will also write atomic statements using
typical predicate-argument form, when writing rules as Horn clauses. For instance the rule above might
be written as follows (omitting the universal quantifier, writing the implication θ ∧α1∧ . . .∧αk→ α0 as
α0 :− θ ∧α1∧ . . .∧αk, and using comma in place of the conjunction symbol).
transition(while(B, S), St, St2) :-
eval(B, St, true),
transition(S, St, St1),
transition(while(B, S), St1, St2).
The correspondence between natural semantics and Horn clauses was identified and used in the Ty-
pol system [6] to implement executable versions of semantic specifications as logic programs. The
set of Horn clauses derived from the transition rules, together with definitions for the subsidiary pred-
icates, constitutes an executable interpreter in a logic programming system. In our setting, given a
program p and an initial state s0 (in some suitable representation as variable-free terms), the query
transition(p,s0,X) can be run to compute the state X resulting from executing p in state s0.
Executability is not our main goal, however; the interpreter is a step in the procedure to transform C
programs to Horn clauses, but it is useful to be able to test the interpreter by executing programs.
Using such an interpreter, for either big-step or small-step transitions, a translation from the imper-
ative source code to Horn clauses is achieved using partial evaluation. This is an instance of the first
Futamura projection [8]; an interpreter specialised (by partial evaluation) with respect to a source pro-
gram can be seen as a compilation of the source program into the language of the interpreter, which in
our case is Horn clauses.
In Section 3 we will describe an interpreter for a subset of C, based directly on big-step semantics.
An interpreter could be written based on small-semantics in a similar way.
3 A big-step interpreter for a subset of C
Consider a semantics for a subset of C, with the abstract syntax shown in Figure 3. We use a C parser to
read a source program and produce an abstract syntax tree (AST) (see example in Figure 4). A program
consists of a list of function declarations and global variable declarations. There is exactly one function
called main, a call to which is the entry to the program.
The complete interpreter can be found in [9](bigstep.pl). It can be run in Ciao Prolog [15] and in
other Prolog systems with minor modifications. The most important predicates are the following.
eval(Expr, St0, St1, V, Env)
solve(S, St0, St1, Ret, Env)
In both predicates, the argument Env is the function environment, which is the list of global variable and
function declarations. This remains constant during program execution. The arguments St0 and St1
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program → decl∗
decl → vardecl | fdecl
fdecl → function(id,vardecl∗,stm)
var → var(id)
value → null | n
expr → var(expr) | cns(num) | add(expr,expr) | call(id,expr∗) | div(expr,expr) |
logicaland(expr,expr) | mul(expr,expr) | sub(expr,expr) | not(expr) |
expr < expr | expr ≤ expr | expr == expr | expr > expr | expr ≥ expr
stm → skip | ret(expr) | ret | asg(var(id),expr) | block(localdecl∗,stm) | call(id,expr∗) |
seq(stm,stm) | while(expr,stm) | ifthenelse(expr,stm,stm) |
let(var,expr,stm) | for(stm,expr,stm,stm)
vardecl → vardecl(var, type,expr)
localdecl → decl(var,expr)
type → int
num → nat(n)
Figure 3: Abstract syntax of source programs.
represent memory states. They are lists of elements of the form (V,Val) where V is a program source
variable name, and Val is its value in the state (an integer).
The predicate eval(Expr,St0,St1,V,Env) means that expression Expr is evaluated in state
St0 and yields value V and updated state St1. (Evaluation of an expression can cause a state change,
if a function is called within the expression). The predicate solve(S,St0,St1,Ret,Env) means
that the statement S is executed in initial state St0, and terminates with final state St1 and statement
outcome Ret (this construct is inspired by the big-step semantics for the Clight subset of the C language
by Blazy and Leroy [2], and can be used in future extensions of the interpreter for handling break,
continue and return statements).
Utility predicates in the interpreter include those for retrieving and updating values in the state, for
extending the state when local variables are introduced in blocks, and for matching function parameters.
3.1 Specialising the big-step interpreter
Given the representation of a program, namely a set of declarations of functions and global variables env,
a partial evaluator is used to specialise the interpreter. The call to the interpreter is
solve(call(main,args), st0, St1, Ret, env)
where args are the arguments of the main function in env, and st0 is the initial state consisting of
the values (possibly undefined) of the global variables declared in env. We use the partial evaluator
Logen [25, 26]. This is an offline partial evaluator, which means that the program to be specialised (the
big-step interpreter) is first annotated to indicate which parts will be evaluated and which parts will be
retained in the specialised program. For the interpreter, we annotate all calls to solve as being retained
in the specialised program, and all other calls except operations on undefined values from the state are
evaluated.
Logen also requires a filter to be defined for each retained predicate (in our case solve). The filter
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int n;
void f(int n){
int x,a;
x=n;
a=1;
while(x>0){
x--;
{
int y;
y=a;
while(y>0){
y--;a++;
}
}
}
}
void main() {
f(n);
}
[[
vardecl(var(n),int,null)
],
function(
f,
[[vardecl(var(n),int,null)]],
let(var(x), null,
let(var(a), null,
seq(
asg(var(x),var(n)),
seq(
asg(var(a),cns(nat(1))),
while(
var(x)>cns(nat(0)),
seq(
asg(var(x),sub(var(x),cns(nat(1)))),
let(var(y), null,
seq(
asg(var(y),var(a)),
while(
var(y)>cns(nat(0)),
seq(
asg(var(y),sub(var(y),cns(nat(1)))),
asg(var(a),add(var(a),cns(nat(1))))
))))))))))),
function(
main, [], call(f,[var(n)]) )]
Figure 4: Source program (left) and its abstract syntax tree (right).
declares which parts of a call to the predicate are known and unknown during partial evaluation. This
information is used both to rename specialised predicates, and to abstract away parts of calls declared to
be unknown. The filter declaration for solve is as follows; it uses a binding type called store and the
standard binding types static (known) and dynamic (unknown).
:- type store--->(type list(struct(',',[static,dynamic]))).
:- filter solve(static,(type store),(type store),dynamic, static).
The binding type store declares lists of pairs of binding type (static,dynamic). This describes
program states containing variable-value pairs in which the variable name is known but the value is
unknown. The filter declaration for solve thus states that the statement and environment arguments
are known, while the state arguments consist of lists describing the unknown values of a set of known
variables. The statement outcome argument is unknown. More information on binding types and filters
can be found in the references to Logen.
3.1.1 Renaming specialised predicates
Logen requires the program to be annotated such that calls that arise during partial evaluation generate
only a finite number of different values of the known parts of the filter declaration. This guarantees
that only a finite number of different calls arise and partial evaluation terminates. For each call, a re-
named version is generated, whose arguments consist only of the dynamic parts of the call. In the case
of solve, the arguments of specialised versions are thus the values of variables in the state, and the
statement outcome.
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For example, the initial call to solve for the program in Figure 4 is renamed as follows.
solve(call(main,[]),[(n,B)],[(n,C)],A,[[vardecl(var(n),int,null)],function
(f,[[vardecl(var(n),int,null)]],let(var(x),null,let(var(a),null,seq(
asg(var(x),var(n)),seq(asg(var(a),cns(nat(1))),while(var(x)>cns(nat(0)
),seq(asg(var(x),sub(var(x),cns(nat(1)))),let(var(y),null,seq(asg(var(
y),var(a)),while(var(y)>cns(nat(0)),seq(asg(var(y),sub(var(y),cns(nat
(1)))),asg(var(a),add(var(a),cns(nat(1))))))))))))))),function(main
,[],call(f,[var(n)]))]) =⇒ solve__1(C,B,A).
The renamed predicate solve__1(C,B,A) has three arguments corresponding to the dynamic values
in the call.
3.1.2 Further renaming and unfolding
The specialised interpreter produced by Logen contains predicates of the form solve__n(...). In
order to generate more informative predicate names, a post-processing step is performed on the output
of Logen. Using the renaming table (which can optionally be output by Logen), it is possible to retrieve
the first argument (that is, the statement) of the call for which solve__n(...) is a renamed version.
We then use the statement type to construct a new name, reusing the index n so as to ensure a unique
predicate name. In this way, the predicate solve__1 shown above is renamed to main__1, and a call
of the form solve__n(....) where solve__n is a renaming of solve(while(...), ...)
is renamed as while__n, and so on.
A further post-processing step is performed, unfolding calls to basic statements such as assignments,
statement sequences (semicolon) and local variable declarations.
3.1.3 Eliminating redundant state arguments
The predicates generated by Logen, with filter described above, represent big steps and have the form
solve__n(x1, . . . ,xn,x′1, . . . ,x
′
n,r), where x1, . . . ,xn are the values of the variables in the input state,
x′1, . . . ,x
′
n are the values of the variables in the output state and r is the statement outcome value. However,
a statement typically only affects some variables of the state. The values of the unaffected variables are
just “passed through” from initial to final state. That is, xi = x′i holds for the variables that are unaffected.
For instance, for the statement if (x>y) x=x+1; else y=y-1; where x,y,z and w are the
variables in scope, then the big-step predicate would be solve__n(X,Y,Z,W,X’,Y’,Z’,W’,R)
with definition:
solve__n(X,Y,Z,W,X',Y',Z',W',R) :- X<Y, X'=X+1, Y'=Y,Z'=Z,W'=W.
solve__n(X,Y,Z,W,X',Y',Z',W',R) :- X≥Y, X'=X, Y'=Y-1,Z'=Z,W'=W.
Thus only the values of x and y are affected by the statement, while the values of z and w pass through
the transition unchanged. Furthermore, the value of R is not assigned.
We apply known logic program analysis and transformation techniques to eliminate some variables
from predicates. Firstly we use an abstract interpretation to produce a strengthened or more specific
program [30, 19]. In the example above, we can prove that the constraints Z’=Z,W’=W can safely be
conjoined to all calls to solve__n and the arguments Z’,W’ removed from the call, resulting in the
equivalent call solve__n(X,Y,Z,W,X’,Y’,R),Z’=Z,W’=W. .
Having strengthened the clauses, we apply the redundant argument filtering algorithms [27] to re-
move arguments from predicates. This technique was previously used to improve the result of interpreter
specialisation [14], where the relationship between argument filtering and liveness analysis was shown.
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The removal of the redundant variables from the transitions simplifies the clauses, makes them more
readable and can reduce the complexity of analyses, since the complexity of some constraint operations
is affected by the number of variables in the constraints.
Example 1 Let the source program be the program in Figure 4. Using a big-step semantics interpreter,
we obtain the following clauses by partial evaluation, followed by predicate renaming and redundant
argument removal as described above.
main__1(A) :-
f__2(A).
f__2(A) :-
C is A, D is C, E is 1,
while__9(D,E,F,G).
while__9(A,B,D,E) :-
A>0, G is A-1, H is B,
while__18(B,H,I,J),
while__9(G,I,D,E).
while__9(A,B,A,B) :-
A=<0.
while__18(A,B,E,F) :-
B>0, H is B-1, I is A+1,
while__18(I,H,E,F).
while__18(A,B,A,B) :-
B=<0.
A feature of clauses generated from the big-step interpreter is that the source program’s statement nesting
is preserved. Thus the inner while loop corresponds to while__18, which is called from within the
outer while loop represented by while__9. Also, note that although variables x,y,a and n are all in
scope when the inner loop of the program is reached, the predicate while__18 has only 4 arguments,
a reduction from the 9 arguments that are generated from the interpreter (4 variables each for input and
output states, plus the statement outcome).
3.2 Correctness of the translation
In summary, specialisation of the big-step interpreter yields a translation from the source program to
Horn clauses where there is a clear relationship between the predicates and the source code, and where
the predicate arguments contain only the values affected by the statement represented by the predicate,
rather than the whole state as is the case with some other translations. The whole process, including the
parsing of the input C program, has been automated.
Correctness of the translation follows from the correctness of both the interpreter and the specialiser.
The interpreter can be obtained directly from a formal definition of the imperative language semantics as
described in Section 2, thus giving confidence in its correctness. In our experiments we use an established
tool for specialisation of Horn clauses, namely the Logen partial evaluator, whose correctness follows
from established theory of fold-unfold transformations applied to Horn clauses [34]. In addition we have
applied semantics-preserving logic program transformations whose correctness has been proved.
4 Small-step semantics and linear clauses
A similar procedure could be followed to translate imperative programs into constrained Horn clauses,
specialising an interpreter for small-step semantics. Such an interpreter and translation was described in
[33] and [14].
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solve([A|As]) :-
clpClause(A,B),
solveConstraints(B,B1),
append(B1,As,As1),
solve(As1).
solve([A|As]) :-
constraint(A),
call(A),
solve(As).
solve([]).
Figure 5: Clauses from a linear interpreter.
Small-step semantics is associated with linearity; when we specialise an interpreter for the rules
of small-step semantics, we expect to get linear clauses, which are Horn clauses consisting of at most
one non-constraint body atom. The clauses would have the form p(x¯) :− θ(x¯, y¯),q(y¯) representing one
computation step, where x¯ and y¯ are the values of state variables before and after the step, and θ(x¯, y¯) is
a constraint relating the values. The final transition is a clause p(x¯) :− θ(x¯).
The clauses obtained from specialising the big-step interpreter are not in general linear, a fact illus-
trated by the clauses in Example 1. In this section, we show how to linearise big-step clauses, obtaining
clauses that correspond directly to a small-step semantics for the program. This is an alternative to writ-
ing small-step semantics for the source language. In other words, we write just one semantics, namely
big-step semantics, and then automatically obtain translations into Horn clauses corresponding to big-
and small-step semantics.
4.1 A linear interpreter
Linear resolution with a fixed selection rule is known to be a complete proof method for Horn clauses
[28]. This can be thought of as providing a small-step semantics for Horn clauses. We proceed as follows:
we write a linear resolution interpreter for Horn clauses and then specialise it using Logen, with similar
post-processing operations as described in Section 3.
Figure 5 shows the main clauses from a linear interpreter. We assume that the clauses being inter-
preted are included as facts in the interpreter of the form clpClause(A,B), where A is the clause
head and B is the body. The predicate solve([A|As]) has as argument a list of atoms representing a
conjunction to be proved. One step in the interpreter consists of picking the leftmost atom A, and either
solving it if A is a constraint, or else resolving A with the head of a clause, appending the body of that
clause to the remaining atoms As. The computation is completed when the argument of solve is empty.
The full linear interpreter can be found in [9](linearSolve.pl). Compared with the clauses in Figure 5,
it contains an additional mechanism to encode the argument of solve in a way that records repeated
variables. Much of the interpreter is concerned with this encoding and decoding. This is only for the
purpose of improving the output of Logen, and is in fact rendered unnecessary by subsequent processing
to eliminate redundant arguments, as described in Section 3.
4.2 Specialising the linear interpreter
We proceed to translate an arbitrary set of clauses P into linear form by specialising the linear interpreter
with respect to P. The translation to linear form has previously been exploited in logic programming [5].
In specialising the interpreter, a key decision is how to define the filter for solve. If we can determine
in advance that the length of conjunctions is bounded (and thus the length of the argument to solve is
bounded), then the filter is defined so that only the arguments of atoms in the conjunction are dynamic.
If the size of conjunctions is bounded, this is sufficient to ensure that only a finite number of distinct calls
to solve arise, and partial evaluation terminates. On the other hand, if the size of the conjunction is
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unbounded, the filter has to be defined so that the whole conjunction is dynamic, and much specialisation
will thereby be lost. We return to this point below.
The question of whether the size of the conjunction is bounded is related to the tree dimension of
the clauses being interpreted by the linear interpreter [20]. In the case of the linear interpreter, where the
leftmost atom is selected at each step, the problem amounts to determining whether there are non-tail-
recursive predicates in the clauses.
Assuming that the conjunction is bounded, specialisation terminates and returns a set of linear
clauses, whose arguments correspond to arguments of the original source predicates.
Example 2 Consider the clauses produced by specialising the big-step interpreter in Example 1. After
specialisation of the linear interpreter with respect to those clauses, followed by elimination of redundant
arguments as previously described, we obtain the following linear clauses representing the function f.
f__2__3 :-
B is A, C is B, D is 1,
while__9__4(C,D).
while__9__4(A,B) :-
A>0, E is A-1, F is B,
while__18__5(B,F,E).
while__9__4(A,B) :-
A=<0.
while__18__5(A,B,C) :-
B>0, H is B-1, I is A+1,
while__18__5(I,H,C).
while__18__5(A,B,C) :-
B=<0,
while__9__4(C,A).
Note that the predicates representing the nested loops, namely while__9__4 and while__18__5
are mutually recursive instead of being nested as in the original clauses. Furthermore, the predicates do
not directly produce output; the final state of the computation is represented in the variables at the point
where while__9__4 is called and terminates.
4.3 Handling unbounded conjunctions
There are two approaches to handling the application of the linear interpreter to a set of clauses in which
the size of the conjunction has no upper bound. One is to represent the conjunction explicitly. This would
result in a specialised version of the linear interpreter in which the list argument of solve remains. For
example, consider the clauses for the Fibonacci function, which is binary recursive. Specialising the
linear interpreter results in linear clauses as follows.
solve([fib(0,0)|As]) :- solve(As).
solve([fib(1,1)|As]) :- solve(As).
solve([fib(N,M)|As]) :-
N>1,N1 is N-1,N2 is N-2,
solve([fib(N1,M1),fib(N2,M2),M is M1+M2|As]).
solve([M is M1+M2|As]) :-
M is M1+M2,
solve(As).
Although formally a linear set of clauses, the list structure presents difficulties for the purposes of verifi-
cation and analysis.
The other approach is to mix big-step and small-step semantics. A recursive function call is handled
by a big step, often called a procedure summary in the literature, defined by a predicate that represents
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both input and output states. This is also the approach followed in translations to Horn clauses from
compiler intermediate representations such as a control flow graph, where function calls are represented
as an edge in the control flow graph, but the code for the function itself is in another graph. Examples of
this approach are [31, 11, 10] and the Horn clause verification tools [13, 23]. De Angelis et al. [4] also
derived a form that they call multi-step semantics by interpreter specialisation, allowing for recursive
function calls, that is essentially the same.
Our proposal for realising this approach is simply to extend the linear interpreter with an extra non-
linear clause for solve, handling recursive functions. It is assumed that the first clause in Figure 5 has
an added condition so that it is applied only to predicates that do not represent recursive function calls.
solve([A|As]) :-
recursiveCall(A),
solve([A]), solve(As).
This is no longer a linear interpreter, since there are two calls to solve in the body of the clause.
However, specialising an interpreter including this clause ensures that the conjunction in calls to solve
is bounded, and the code apart from the recursive calls is linearised. If the original C program input to
the big-step interpreter was a single procedure, then specialising the resulting big-step clauses results in
linear clauses as the clause above is never used. Tail-recursive functions will also result in linear clauses
since the above clause will only be called when the tail of the conjunction As is empty and solve(As)
is evaluated to true.
5 A path interpreter: from linear clauses to big steps
In this section we take a set of linear clauses and transform them to non-linear clauses that reflect the
nested call structure of the clauses. Consider the result of linearising our running example, shown in
Example 2. We noted that the predicates while__9__4 and while__18__5 are mutually recursive.
However, when analysing this program, for example to perform resource or termination analysis, it might
be an advantage to identify that while__18__5 is the inner loop, which can be analysed on its own,
and then its solution applied to the analysis of the outer loop while__9__4. Though in our running
example we started with a big-step representation, we might have obtained the linear clauses from some
less structured source code such as machine language or control flow graphs, and in such cases it is often
useful to be able to reconstruct big-step clauses.
5.1 Regular path expressions
A set of linear clauses induces a directed graph in which the nodes are predicate names and there is an
edge from p to q if there is a clause with head predicate p and a call to q in the body. The edge is
labelled by an identifier for the clause. The call graph for the clauses in Example 2 is shown in Figure 6.
For any graph with a designated entry node and exit node, there is a well known algorithm by Tarjan
[38] that computes a regular path expression describing exactly the paths from the entry to exit. The
alphabet of the regular expression is the set of clause identifiers. There are usually many equivalent
path expressions that describe this set of paths; non-deterministic choices within the algorithm determine
which expression is produced. For the graph in Figure 6, with entry node f__2__3 and exit true, one
regular path expression is c1(c2 c5∗c4)∗c3 (where c1 . . .c5 are the clause identifiers in the order they
appear above). From this expression, it can be seen that the inner loop (clause c5) is nested inside the
outer loop, since the structure of the regular expression is nested.
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Figure 6: Predicate call-graph for the clauses in Example 2.
5.2 A path expression interpreter
Figure 7 shows the main clause of an interpreter for a set of linear clauses that follows a computation
path given by a regular expression. The predicate pathsolve(A,Z,Expr,F) finds a path from atom
A to atom Z that is recognised by the path expression Expr. The final argument F is a set of symbols that
can follow a path described by Expr, and is present only to aid the partial evaluator. It can immediately
be seen that the clauses for the cases of concatenation E1:E2 and repetition star(E) are nonlinear
clauses. The complete interpreter, which includes the option of calling Tarjan’s algorithm, is available
from [9](solveReg.pl).
Specialisation of the path interpreter with respect to a set of linear clauses and a path expression
for paths from entry to true computed by Tarjan’s algorithm results in a “path program”. It has the
characteristics of a big-step program in that each predicate has an input and output state (the start and
end points of the subpath that is represented by that predicate). It is in general non-linear since any star
expressions or path concatenations will result in non-linear clauses.
Example 3 Consider the linear clauses resulting from the specialisation of the linear interpreter in
Example 2. Computing a path expression c1(c2 c5∗c4)∗c3 using Tarjan’s algorithm (where c1, . . . ,c5
identify the clauses in the order they appear), and then specialising the path interpreter with respect to
the linear clauses and the expression yields the following clauses.
go__0(A) :-
D=1,
while__9__4__4(A,D,B,C),
B=<0.
while__9__4__4(A,B,A,B) :-
true.
while__9__4__4(A,B,C,D) :-
A>0, A1 is A-1,
while__18__5__9(B,B,A1,E,F,G),
F=<0,
while__9__4__4(G,E,C,D).
while__18__5__9(A,B,C,A,B,C) :-
true.
while__18__5__9(A,B,C,D,E,F) :-
B>0, A1 is A+1, B1 is B-1,
while__18__5__9(A1,B1,C,D,E,F).
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The structure of the clauses resembles those of the big-step clauses in Example 1. The inner loop, now
represented by while__18__5__9 is nested in the outer loop while__9__4__4. However the path
program has some minor differences from the original big-step clauses; the base case of a loop arising
from a “star” expression is the empty path, while any base case conditions in the original clauses now
appear conjoined immediately after the star expression predicate. For example, the condition F=<0
appears after the loop predicate while__18__5__9(B,B,A1,E,F,G) instead of in the base case
of that predicate.
6 Discussion
Semantics-based translation of imperative programs into Horn clauses is a topic of growing importance,
as Horn clause solvers become more powerful and effective [3, 13, 23, 21, 18], providing a general
framework for imperative program verification [33, 31, 12, 1] and enabling the application of the large
body of techniques and tools for semantics-based analysis and verification developed in the (constraint)
logic programming field (e.g. [16]). These include abstract interpreters for a variety of domains including
non-functional program properties such as complexity and resource usage, e.g.[29].
Big-step based interpretation using Horn clause interpreters was proposed by Kahn and others [22,
6, 7] but not as a basis for translation. Peralta et al. [33] proposed an approach to translation based on
the first Futamura projection [8], specialising a Horn clause interpreter for imperative programs using
small-step semantics. This only handled a small imperative language with procedure calls. De Angelis
et al. [4] further developed this approach, handling also procedure calls using a “multi-step” semantics,
combining aspects of small-step and big-step semantics as discussed in Section 4.
% Regular expressions
% E ::= symb(Id) | E1:E2 | E1+E2 | star(E) | null | eps
pathsolve(A,Z,symb(C),_) :-
clpClause(C,A,Cs,[Z]),
solveConstraints(Cs).
pathsolve(A,Z,E1:E2,F) :-
first(E2,F1),
member(P/N,F1),
functor(X,P,N),
pathsolve(A,X,E1,F1),
pathsolve(X,Z,E2,F).
pathsolve(A,Z,E1+_,F) :-
pathsolve(A,Z,E1,F).
pathsolve(A,Z,_+E2,F) :-
pathsolve(A,Z,E2,F).
pathsolve(A,A,star(_),_).
pathsolve(A,Z,star(E),F) :-
first(E,FE),
setunion(FE,F,F1),
member(P/N,F1),
functor(X,P,N),
pathsolve(A,X,E,F1),
pathsolve(X,Z,star(E),F).
Figure 7: Main clauses for a path expression interpreter.
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Big-step and small-step semantics each have their strong and weak points from the point of view
of program analysis. Small-step programs are essentially transition systems and are amenable to well
established model-checking techniques. Big-step programs are more structured, allowing compositional
analysis, but at the cost of having predicates with a greater number of arguments, which can be expensive
for analysis algorithms.
Analysis of linear programs, with various kinds of graph path analysis, has been the subject of some
previous work. Kincaid et al. [24] have explored the use of Tarjan’s regular path expression to perform
compositional program analysis starting from a linear program representation such as a control flow
graph. However, they do not perform a program transformation based on the path. Wei et al. [39]
present an algorithm for discovering the nesting structure of loops in control flow graphs, for the purpose
of decompilation.
The interpreter-based approach described in this paper has both practical and conceptual advantages.
Being able to transform between big-step and small-step styles, or mix them, allows use of a single
verification framework but with the flexibility of different program representations. The conceptual
advantages relate to the understanding gained of the connections between different styles of semantics,
and how they can be derived from each other.
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